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The dynamics of intramolecular vibrational relaxation ~IVR! for ArCl2 are examined for a wide
range of vibrational and rotational excitation. In order to describe the IVR more efficiently, and
characterize it more quantitatively, we propose a refinement of the traditional Bixon-Jortner
description in which the active states are prediagonalized to simplify the coupling scheme that must
be considered. This allows for an explicit determination of the average density of states and average
coupling strength for each initial excitation. We find that the IVR dynamics proceed from the sparse
regime for v511, for which the first open dissociation channel corresponds to the loss of two
Cl2 quanta, to the intermediate-dense regime for v525 which dissociates by the loss of 4 quanta.
We find that over this range the increase in the density of states is less important than the increase
in the coupling strength. For v 5 18 we examine the effect of rotation in considerable detail. Initial
states that couple via a manifold of 6000 channels can be considered since the calculation is
performed on a parallel computer. The effect of increasing J , the total angular momentum
excitation, is found to be less than that of increasing K , the degree of rotation about the van der
Waals bond. This means that the main effect is not simply an increase of the available density of
states due to Coriolis coupling. Understanding the details of IVR in a relatively simple system like
ArCl2 should help us understand the dynamics of more complicated molecules. In particular, the
case of ArI2 is discussed. © 1997 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~97!02829-8#I. INTRODUCTION
van der Waals clusters provide interesting model sys-
tems for characterizing intramolecular vibrational redistribu-
tion ~IVR!. The molecule can be excited to a well defined
state, which undergoes IVR and this eventually leads to dis-
sociation of the weak van der Waals bond. Triatomic mol-
ecules are especially interesting because the IVR dynamics
can be completely characterized by both experiment and
theory. For rare gas-halogen species, for example, the dy-
namics can be experimentally studied in both the
frequency1–4 and time5,6 domains. The fact that IVR dynam-
ics could occur in such a simple molecule was first demon-
strated for ArCl2,7 for which vibrational predissociation ~VP!
occurs through sequential loss of two quanta of the chlorine
stretch to the van der Waals manifold. Since the result of the
first vibrational transfer is the production of a highly vibra-
tionally excited van der Waals mode, the final dissociation
step leads to a very complicated product rotational distribu-
tion. This is in contrast to the dynamics of HeCl2 and
NeCl2 ~Refs. 8–11! for which Dv522 dissociation occurs
by direct coupling to the continuum manifold of states and
for which the product rotational distribution were much sim-
pler. Quantum calculations12–15 for ArCl2 confirmed that the
IVR model of sequential coupling is correct. Optical excita-
tion prepares a ‘‘bright’’ state corresponding to the ground
van der Waals level of a given chlorine vibrational state v .1406 J. Chem. Phys. 107 (5), 1 August 1997 0021-9606/97
Downloaded 15 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP liThis bright state first couples to a ‘‘dark’’ state that corre-
sponds to a highly excited van der Waals level associated
with the chlorine v21 state. This dark state then couples to
the v22 continuum of dissociative states. Since a different
dark state couples to each possible bright state, due to the
chlorine anharmonicity, the final rotational state distribution
is different for each initial bright state. Similar IVR dynam-
ics have recently been observed for very high vibrational
levels of HeBr2 which decay by sequential Dv522 when
the Dv521 channel is closed. The erratic dependence of
the measured lifetime on the initial vibrational quantum
number16 has been reproduced by recent calculations.17
For ArI2 vibrational predissociation competes with elec-
tronic predissociation in the v516 to 24 vibrational excita-
tion range.1,18,5,4 From intensity measurements it has been
deduced that VP rates increase monotonically with vibra-
tional excitation.1,20 Recent measurements4 have confirmed
this smooth variation of the VP rate with v , based on a very
similar linewidth for the ground and the first excited van der
Waals states. In this vibrational range VP occurs via the
transfer of three quanta from the I2 stretch to the van der
Waals degrees of freedom and the IVR model is
appropriate.21–23 For the VP dynamics to have the monotonic
dependence on energy observed by Klemperer et al., the IVR
dynamics must occur in the statistical limit for which a large
number of doorway states are coupled to the bright state. If
only a few dark states were coupled to the bright state, i.e.,/107(5)/1406/14/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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observed for ArCl2 and HeBr2 would also have been ob-
served for ArI2. The statistical limit of IVR has been tradi-
tionally attributed only to large molecules,24,25 so the possi-
bility that it applies to ArI2 is quite surprising.
In this paper we explore the possibility that the statistical
limit of IVR can occur for a triatomic van der Waals mol-
ecule. We focus on ArCl2 since it is more amenable to exact
quantum calculations. This also allows us to check the valid-
ity of statistical models such as the Bixon-Jortner model24
and could also be compared with the random matrix
model.26–28 In the former model, the levels and widths of the
dark states are assumed to be uniform, while in the latter case
they are chosen at random from a distribution function. Ap-
plicable distribution functions have been discussed for mo-
lecular, atomic29 and nuclear problems.30
We examine how vibrational and rotational excitation
cause the dynamics to shift from the sparse to the statistical
limit. The density of doorway states of ArCl2 increases rap-
idly with rotational23 and vibrational excitation. The density
of states is proportional to (2J11) for rotational excitation
because of Coriolis coupling. In this respect the behavior of
ArCl2 and ArI2 should be quite similar. The change in the
dynamics with vibrational excitation is faster for ArCl2 than
for ArI2 because of the larger anharmonicity. One conse-
quence of this large anharmonicity is that the number of
chlorine vibrational quanta needed to dissociate the van der
Waals bond changes rapidly with v . We study the VP dy-
namics for initial excitation to v518, 22 and 25, for which 3,
4 and 5 vibrational quanta, respectively, are required for dis-
sociation. For v518 we examine the effect of rotational ex-
citation up to J515. For several values of J , we also exam-
ine the effect of changing the orientation of rotation with
respect to the molecular axes. Although these dynamical pro-
cesses have not been observed in this regime for ArCl2 be-
cause of competition from electronic predissociation, these
calculations serve as a model system for understanding the
dynamics of ArI2. Comparable calculations for ArI2 are quite
difficult. Only recently have J@0 calculations been
performed.31 However, without including the effect of orien-
tation, the statistical limit was not reached.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II
gives a brief review of the usual treatment for radiationlessJ. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
Downloaded 15 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP liprocesses. Particular attention is paid to the case of indepen-
dent resonances. This case is valid when many resonances
participate in the dynamics. Next, simplifications are pre-
sented which yield a simple model for classifying different
IVR regimes. This model is analogous to previous
models,24,25,32,33 with the advantage of being completely ana-
lytical. In section III the details of the quantum mechanical
time-dependent calculations are presented. The angular coor-
dinates are described using a combination of a Discrete Vari-
able Representation ~DVR! and a Finite Basis representation
~FBR!. In section IV numerical results are presented and
analyzed in terms of the analytical models described in sec-
tion II. Finally, section V is devoted to conclusions.
II. CHARACTERIZATION OF IVR REGIMES
Radiationless transitions are often described in terms of
the eigenstates of a zero-order Hamiltonian, H0, which are
coupled by V5H2H0 where H is the complete Hamil-
tonian. The eigenstates of H0 can be either discrete, f i
(0)
, or
continuum, fa ,E
(0) states, and provide a complete basis for the
description of the system. The continuum states can corre-
spond to photon emission or to dissociation: the subscript
a is a collective index which describes the asymptotic states
of the system. For the case under study, dissociation is much
faster than emission and hereafter we shall only refer to the
possibility of dissociation without loss of generality. Also,
for this case it is a good approximation to assume that the
initial state, f0, created by photo-excitation can be described
using only the zero-order discrete states14
f05(
k
ak
~0 !fk
~0 !
. ~1!
The absorption spectrum can then be expressed as23,
s~E !}(
a
U(
k
ak
~0 !*(j ^fk
~0 !uG~E !uf j
~0 !&
3^f j
~0 !uVufa ,E
~0 ! &U2. ~2!
^fk
(0)uG(E)uf j(0)& are the resolvent operator matrix elements
given byS G11~0 !~E ! G12~0 !~E ! •••G21~0 !~E ! G22~0 !~E ! •••A A  D 5S E2E1
~0 !2D1
~0 !1iG1
~0 ! 2V12
~0 !2D12
~0 !1iG12
~0 ! •••
2V21
~0 !2D21
~0 !1iG21
~0 ! E2E2
~0 !2D2
~0 !1iG2
~0 ! •••
A A  D
21
. ~3!
Gk j
(0)5p^fk
(0)uVufa ,E
(0) &^f j
(0)uVufa ,E
(0) &* and Dk j
(0) are indirect couplings between the zero-order bound states due to their disso-
ciation to the same continua.34,28,14 To invert the matrix on the right-handside of Eq.~3! it is convenient to first diagonalize it
by an orthogonal transformation, T, yielding the vk eigenvalues. The population of the initial state as a function of time is then
given by35, No. 5, 1 August 1997
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k
(j ak
~0 !*a j
~0 !(
l
~T21!kle2iv lt/\~T! l jU2.
~4!
Using these expressions and a well chosen subset of the
zero-order basis set results in a simplified model for describ-
ing the IVR dynamics. The energies and the couplings on the
right hand side of Eq. ~3! can be treated as parameters to fit
experimental or theoretical results. This is a generalization of
the analysis that was applied to the Dv522 dissociation of
ArCl2. In that case two zero-order discrete states were suffi-
cient to accurately describe the absorption spectrum, the time
evolution of zero-order bound states, and the dissociation
probabilities.14
If Eqs. ~1–4! are used directly in the fitting procedure,
the results are very sensitive to the relative position of the
zero-order states and their mutual couplings. For this reason
it is convenient to construct a new basis set, hereafter re-
ferred to as first-order, in which the complete Hamiltonian is
diagonalized in the discrete part of the basis set, since the
continuum subspace has been assumed to be diagonal. In the
pre-diagonalized basis the expressions for the initial state,
the spectrum, and the time evolution of the population, re-
main quite similar to Eqs. ~1!, ~2!, and ~4!. The changes in
the equations of the resolvent operator are more substantial.
Eq. ~3! becomes
S G11~1 !~E ! G12~1 !~E ! •••G21~1 !~E ! G22~1 !~E ! •••A A  D
5S E2E12D11iG1 2D121iG12 •••2D211iG21 E2E22D21iG2 •••A A  D 21.
~5!
In the prediagonalized basis the only coupling terms that
remain in Eq. ~5! result from indirect coupling of the bound
states via the continuum. These coupling terms represent
interferences34,28,14 and can be positive or negative. When
the number of states is large the coupling terms tend to can-
cel out28 and can be neglected. The absorption spectrum then
reduces to a collection of independent Lorentzians,J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
Downloaded 15 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP lis~E !}(
k
Gk
p
uaku2
~E2Ek!21Gk
2 . ~6!
The population of the bright state becomes
Pb~ t !5(
k
uaku4e22Gkt/\12(
k
(
k8.k
uaku2uak8u
2
3e2~Gk1Gk8!t/\ cos~Ek2Ek8!t/\ , ~7!
and the dissociation probability can be simply expressed as
Pd~ t !512(
k
uaku2e22Gkt/\. ~8!
A useful classification of IVR regimes can be obtained
by applying simplifying assumptions to the above equations.
Bixon and Jortner24 developed such a model corresponding
to the zero-order basis set. They assumed that the initial state
is coupled to an infinite number of equally spaced dark
states. The dark states all have the same width, G[Gk , and
the same coupling V to the initial bright state.
Here we make similar assumptions, but work in the first-
order basis set described above. We assume an infinite num-
ber of equidistant bound states with the same width G and
with energies Ek5kD (2`<k<`). The coefficients of the
initial state in this basis are ak /a05V/(kD2iG), where V is
the coupling in the zero-order basis. This formulation is
equivalent with that of Bixon and Jortner in most cases,36
and provides the following simplified equation for the ab-
sorption spectrum:
s~E !5
B
pA H ~G22uVu2!/GE21G2
1
G IVR
E214G2 Fe
pG/D1e2pG/D
epG/D2e2pG/D
1
1
E
4G sin 2pE/D1E~e2pG/D2e22pG/D!
e2pG/D1e22pG/D22 cos 2pE/D G J ,
~9!
where G IVR5puVu2/D ,
A5$G22uVu2%$e2pG/D1e22pG/D22%
2G IVRG$e
22pG/D2e2pG/D%,
~10!
B5G2$e2pG/D1e22pG/D22%,
and the time dependence of the evolution of the initial state
population,Pb~ t !5
B2
A2G4
e22Gt/\
e2pG/D1e22pG/D22 $e
2pG/D~G22uVu21G IVRGe2GT/\!21e22pG/D~G22uVu22G IVRGeGT/\!2
22~G22uVu21G IVRGe2GT/\!~G22uVu22G IVRGeGT/\!%, ~11!, No. 5, 1 August 1997
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The qualitative nature of the functions s(E) and
Pb(t), as defined above, changes with the ratio G/D ~see
Figs. 1!. This leads to a natural classification, as previously
discussed,24,25,32,33 of IVR dynamics.
~a! Sparse regime, (G!D): In this regime the resonances
are well separated. The initially populated bright state
will usually interact with a single dark state, so that
quantum phenomena such as recurrences are readily
apparent. However, this means that the Gk j terms, ne-
glected in the classification model, are usually impor-
tant. For a detailed analysis of this regime, the simpli-
fying assumptions made above should not be used and
are not necessary.
~b! Intermediate regime, (G'D): In this regime the reso-
nances are mixed but have not completely lost their
individual identity. This will be apparent in both the
spectrum, in which nearby transitions will overlap with
each other, and in the dynamics, which will exibit non-
exponential decay with weak recurrences in the popu-
lation of the initially excited states.
~c! Statistical regime, (G@D): In this regime there are
many closely spaced resonances that blend together to
yield a quasi-Lorentzian excitation spectrum. As a con-
sequence, the initial states lose their identity and decay
irreversibly as a single exponential.
III. QUANTUM TIME-DEPENDENT DYNAMICS
The formalism used in this paper is based on that previ-
ously discussed in detail, except that overall rotation is ex-
plicitly included. Therefore, a brief review of the method is
presented.
The Hamiltonian of a triatomic system using Jacobi co-
ordinates is
H52
\2
2m
]2
]R2 1
l2
2mR2 2
\2
2m
]2
]r2
1
j2
2mr2
1V~r ,R ,u!1VBC~r !, ~12!
where r is the Cl2 intramolecular distance, R goes from the
Cl2 center of mass to the Ar atom, and u is the angle between
these two vectors. The angular momentum operators, j and
l , are associated with r and R, respectively. VBC(r) is the
potential for the vibrational coordinate of the diatomic and
V(r ,R ,u) the van der Waals interaction potential.
In a body-fixed frame chosen such that the z-axis lies
along the R vector and all three atoms lie in the x-z plane,
the total wavepacket is expanded as
CJM~R,r,t !5 (
V>0
J
(
v
WMV
Jp ~fR ,uR ,f!
3FV ,v
JM ~R ,u ,t !xv~r !. ~13!
fR , uR , and f are the Euler angles specifying the orienta-
tion of the body-fixed frame. The WMV
Jp functions are linear
combinations of Wigner rotation matrices such that the par-
ity under inversion of all coordinates, p , is well definedJ. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
Downloaded 15 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP liWMV
Jp ~fR ,uR ,f!5A 2J1116p2~11dV ,0@DM ,VJ* ~fR ,uR ,f!
1p~21 !JDM ,2V
J* ~fR ,uR ,f!# . ~14!
M and V are the quantum numbers for the projections of the
total angular momentum on the space-fixed and body-fixed
z-axis, respectively. The diatomic vibrational eigenfunctions,
xv(r), are solutions of
H 2 \22m ]2]r2 1VBC~r !2EvJ xv~r !50. ~15!
Insertion of Eq. ~13! into the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation using the Hamiltonian, Eq. ~12!, yields a set of first
order differential equations for the FV ,v
JM (R ,u ,t) coefficients
i\
]FV ,v
JM ~R ,u ,t !
]t
5 (
V8,v8
H dV ,V8dv ,v8F2 \22m ]2]R2 1Ev
1 K xvU 12mr2 UxvL j2G1dv ,v8
3 KWMVJp U l22mR2 UWMV8Jp L 1dV ,V8
3^xvuV~r ,R ,u!uxv8&J FV8,v8JM ~R ,u ,t !.
~16!
The solution of the above equations is performed by repre-
senting the FV ,v
JM (R ,u ,t) on finite grids for both R and u
CJM~R,r,t !5 (
V>0
J
(
v
(
kn
WMV
Jp ~fR ,uR ,f!
3^RkunuFV ,v
JM ~ t !&Awkxv~r !. ~17!
A set of equidistant points, Rk , is chosen for the radial grid,
and the radial kinetic term is solved using the Fast Fourier
Transform method.37 For u , we use a set of Gauss-Legendre
quadrature points, un , with weights wn . Using a Finite Basis
Representation ~FBR! for the Euler angles and a Discrete
Variable Representation ~DVR! for u is convenient since the
interaction potential only depends on u . The action of the
angular momentum operators on the wavepacket is best de-
scribed as three steps. First, the wavepacket is transformed to
the spherical harmonics basis set, Y jV(u ,0), through a DVR
tranformation, Tn j
V 5AwnY jV(un,0). Second, the matrix ele-
ments of the angular momentum operators are evaluated in
the spherical harmonics basis set as,
^Y jVuj2uY j8V8&5dV ,V8\2 j~ j11 !,
^WMV
Jp Y jVul2uWMV8
Jp Y j8V8&
5dV ,V8\
2@J~J11 !1 j~ j11 !22V2#
1dV ,V861\
2A11dV ,01dV8,0
3AJ~J11 !2VV8Aj~ j11 !2VV8. ~18!, No. 5, 1 August 1997
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IVR regimes. D51.5 cm21 and V51 cm21 in all three cases. The values for
G are in cm21.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
Downloaded 15 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP liThe final expression is obtained by transforming back to the
discrete variable representation. In practice, these three steps
can be performed in a single operation,38–42
j2^Rk ,unuFV ,vJM &~ t !5(
n8
A
n8,n
j ^Rk ,unuFV ,v
JM &~ t !,
~19!
^WMV8
Jp ul2uWMV
Jp &^RkunuFV ,v
JM &~ t !
5(
n8
A
n8V8,nV
l ^RkunuFV ,v
JM &~ t !,
with
A
n8,n
j
5(j Awn8Y jV~un8 ,0!\
2 j~ j11 !AwnY jV~un,0!,
~20!
A
n8V8,nV
l
5(j Awn8Y jV8~un8 ,0!
3^WMV8
Jp Y jV8ul
2uWMV
Jp Y jV&AwnY jV~un,0!.
In the body-fixed frame, it turns out that the only cou-
pling between adjacent V components of the total wave-
packet is due to the non-diagonal terms of l2. This calcula-
tion is very well suited for massively parallel computing:
each processor is assigned a value of V , and the exchange of
information between processors is only due to the non-
diagonal terms of l2. J515 calculations described in what
follows were performed on a massively parallel computer.
Test calculations for J51, 3, and 7, showed that the CPU
time per processor was independent of J .
This formalism provides a convenient set of zero-order
quantum numbers, associated with H0 of the IVR model, to
describe both the initially excited wavepacket and its time
development. The set of quantum numbers include v , de-
scribing the vibrational state of the free chlorine fragment;
J , the total angular momentum; M , the projection of J on the
space-fixed z axis; K , which orders the rotational sublevels
of a given J , and is analogous to the asymmetric top K; p ,
the parity; and n , which characterizes the van der Waals
vibrational level. In particular, H0 is defined such that the
discrete zero-order states are given by
FnK
JpMv~r,R!5xv~r ! (
V , j ,m
a j ,V ,m
nK WMV
Jp ~fR ,uR ,f!
3Y jV~u ,0!wm~R !, ~21!
where wm(R) are radial basis set functions. For the case of
ArCl2 studied here, there is a further simplification in that the
dipole allowed transitions from the ground vibrational level
of the ground electronic state go to the ground van der Waals
vibrational level, n50, of a given vibrational level v of
Cl2. Thus the bright state wavepacket at t50 is defined by
choosing values for v , J , M , K , and p , and by setting
n50 in Eq. ~21!.
The autocorrelation function
c~ t !5^CJM~ t50 !uCJM~ t !& ~22!, No. 5, 1 August 1997
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the absorption spectrum is given by the Fourier transform of
the autocorrelation function
s~E !}
1
2p\F E0`eiEt/\c~ t !dt1C.C.G. ~23!
A particularly interesting quantity is the amount of en-
ergy stored in the Cl2 stretching vibration as a function of
time. This is evaluated by projecting the wavepacket onto the
chlorine basis
Pv~ t !5(
V
E dRE d cos uu^xvuCJM~R,r,t !&u2. ~24!
For the dissociative vibrational channels, Pv(t) approxi-
mately gives the time dependence for the production of the
final vibrational state v and can be directly compared with
real time experiments.5,6
As in our previous studies of the IVR in ArCl2, an atom-
atom Morse potential is used to describe the short range part
of the van der Waals attraction, V(r ,R ,u) in Eq. ~12!, be-
tween the Ar and the Cl2. The Morse parameters, D5106
cm21, Re53.9 Å and a51.8 Å21, are chosen to reproduce
the experimentally determined bond energy, bond length,13
and to approximately reproduce the time scale of the
dynamics.15 An anisotropic van der Waals form is used in
the asymptotic region.13 The Cl2 potential, VBC in Eq. ~12!,
was obtained by a cubic spline interpolation of Coxon’s
RKR potential.43
For each case described in the next section, the exact
time dependence and spectrum were calculated using Eqs.
~22! and ~23!. The spectrum and time dependence were then
fitted to the first-order model, Eqs. ~6! and ~7!, using the
smallest possible number of parameters. Finally, Eqs. ~10!
and ~11! were used to characterize the regime of the IVR
dynamics for each energy.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have used the methods described in the previous
sections to explore the effects of increasing vibrational and
rotational excitation on the IVR dynamics of ArCl2. The
Cl2 vibrational manifold is very anharmonic, as demon-
strated by the dependence of the vibrational frequencies and
rotational constants on v . This high anharmonicity allows us
to explore different regimes of IVR by changing the quantum
numbers of the molecule over a fairly small range. In par-
ticular, the number of vibrational quanta that must be trans-
fered from the Cl2 stretch to the van der Waals modes in
order to dissociate the 178 cm21 ArCl2 bond changes
quickly with v . For 1<v<7, the transfer of only one quan-
tum is necessary; for 8<v<16, two quanta must be trans-
fered; for 17<v<20 three quanta; for 21<v<23 four
quanta and so on. We refer to these vibrational levels as the
Dv521, 22, 23, and 24 regimes, respectively. For the
higher vibrational levels, the Cl2 vibrational quanta are much
less than the ArCl2 bond energy, and the dissociation processJ. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
Downloaded 15 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP liusually follows a sequential mechanism. Thus as v increases
an increasing number of zero-order dark states are coupled
and contribute to the dissociation dynamics.
In what follows, we examine one vibrational level from
each Dv regime to observe how rapidly the number of states
participating in the dynamics increases, and how strongly the
states are coupled. For Dv522, we examine v510; for
Dv523, v518; for Dv524, v522; and for Dv525,
v525. In this part of the study, only J50 states are consid-
ered. Over this range of v , the dynamics move from the
sparse to the statistical regime.
Another way to go from the sparse to the statistical re-
gime is through rotational excitation. Until recently such a
study would have been too expensive computationally. The
formalism we propose above for parallel computing makes it
possible to study the rotational dependence in a reasonable
amount of time. Our approach is quite similar to that recently
described by Goldfield and Gray,31 although they limited
their study to K50. One would expect that since the overall
density of states is proportional to J , the dynamics should
become more statistical as J increases. To explore this be-
havior, we have studied a variety of rotational levels for
v518. We find that the IVR regimes do not change qualita-
tively with J for the K50 sublevels. Interestingly, however,
for a given J , increasing K changes the IVR regime closer
toward the statistical limit.
A. Increasing vibrational excitation, J50
In this section, we discuss the effect of increasing vibra-
tional excitation in the IVR dynamics. We examine one vi-
brational level for each Dv value greater than one.
1. v510: minimum Dv522
The case of v510 has been studied previously13–15 in
great detail using both the time-dependent and time-
independent formalisms. This is a prototypical example of
IVR in the sparse regime where a single dark state in the
v59 manifold mixes with the v510, n50 bright state to
induce the dissociation to the v58 continuum. Coherent ex-
citation of the bright state results in an oscillation of the
population between the bright and dark states as shown in
Fig. 2~a!. Since the dark state provides the doorway to the
continuum, the dissociation flux follows the v59 popula-
tion, and the total v58 population increases as a series of
steps. The absorption spectrum in the region of the v510
bright state is shown in Fig. 2~b!. The two first-order states
that share the bright state intensity are readily apparent in the
figure. The non-exponential time dependence and the absorp-
tion spectrum are well reproduced by a fit to the first-order
model, Eq. ~4!. In this case, the fit only requires two first-
order states and one coupling term. The fit of the model to
the exact calculation is also shown in Fig. 2. In the first-order
model, the steps in the time dependence of the product ap-
pearance are clearly due to the G12 term which causes the
interference between the two first-order states via the con-
tinuum. The two peaks of the absorption spectrum are also
well reproduced by the analytical model., No. 5, 1 August 1997
cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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For v518, for which the first open dissociation channel
is Dv523, the results of the exact calculation and the first-
order model are shown in Fig. 3. The nature of the absorp-
tion spectrum changes dramatically between v510, Fig.
2~b!, and v518, Fig. 3~b!. While the v510 spectrum con-
sists of the bright state and a single, well separated dark
state, the v518 bright state intensity is spread among a large
number of dark state resonances forming a blended band
about 20 cm21 broad. In spite of the large number of states
that contribute to the spectrum in the region of v518, the
FIG. 2. Vibrational populations as a function of time ~a!, and absorption
spectrum ~b! for initial v510 and J50. The solid lines are the results of the
wavepacket calculation, while the dashed lines correspond to the analytical
fit in terms of independent resonances.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
Downloaded 15 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP liautocorrelation function, Fig. 3~a!, still shows a well defined
beat pattern which indicates that the bright state interacts
most strongly with one, or just a few, of the dark states
before the population spreads into the rest of the manifold.
Fig. 3 also shows the result of a fit of the exact spectrum to
the first-order IVR model summarized by Eqs. ~6! and ~7!.
The fit requires 50 first-order states, although the bright state
still accounts for 20% of the total intensity and the four most
intense states carry 62% of the intensity. That this model,
FIG. 3. Norm of the autocorrelation function as a function of time ~a!, and
spectrum ~b!, for initial v518 and J50. The solid lines are the results of the
wavepacket calculation, while the dashed lines correspond to the analytical
fit in terms of independent resonances., No. 5, 1 August 1997
cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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works so well to fit the exact results indicates that when the
number of doorway states is high, terms of the type G i j (i
Þ j) are negligible as expected. This was one of the key
assumptions in formulating the model.
The first-order model allows us to interpret in some de-
tail the decay of the v518 bright state resonance. The dy-
namics can be divided into three regions, based on time-
scale. For the shortest times, a few picoseconds, fast decay is
due to a manifold of broad resonances. Several recurrences
occur in the intermediate time regime, 10–50 ps. These are
mainly due to the influence of the 4 narrowest resonances
which account for 62% of the total intensity. These well
separated resonances give a ‘‘sparse regime’’ character to the
overall decay of the state. The long time decay is dominated
by the single narrowest resonance, E52170 cm21,
G50.076 cm21 which accounts for 20% of the total weight
of the state. This resonance is, of course, also very influential
for the decay dynamics in the intermediate regime. If we
calculate pG/D from the average values of the widths and
spacings between adjacent resonances, the result is 0.7. This
indicates that the overall decay occurs in the intermediate-
sparse regime.
Even though the v518 bright state must decay via a
series of doorway states to the Dv>23 manifold of final
states, we have shown that its dynamics still have the char-
acter of the sparse regime, since the initial state vibrational
population shows recurrences due to 4 main resonances.
However, the population in the dissociative channels
v515, 14, and 13, increases nearly monotonically with time
as shown in Fig. 4. This is closer to the behavior described
FIG. 4. Vibrational population of the dissociative channels of the Cl2 frag-
ment as a function of time for initial v518 and J50.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
Downloaded 15 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP liby the model of independent resonances in Eq. ~8!. Therefore
time-resolved experiments, which measure the appearance of
the dissociated fragments of the complex, will be character-
istic of the intermediate regime. This is not contradictory
since the initial and final states are no longer directly con-
nected but the dynamics proceed via a longer series of door-
way states. Also, the probability of higher Dv processes in-
creases dramatically in this regime of IVR. Dv524
accounts for 36% of the products and Dv525 for 10%.
These values are considerably higher than what would occur
in the sparse regime, except close to a resonance in the con-
tinuum when one channel is close to threshold.15 In this re-
gime it would be especially useful to have both time resolved
data for the dissociation probability versus time and energy
resolved experimental data for the absorption spectrum. To-
gether, these two types of data would provide a detailed
characterization of the dynamics of the state.
3. v522: minimum Dv524
The autocorrelation function and spectrum for the
v522 bright state for which the minimum value of Dv is
24, are shown in Figs. 5. Compared to the v518 spectrum,
Fig. 3, the v522 spectrum, Fig. 5~b!, more closely corre-
sponds to an envelop about 50 cm21 broad that is not domi-
nated by individual transitions. Also, the autocorrelation
function, Fig. 5~a!, decays very rapidly, with little regularity
in the weak oscillations. In this case the fit to the indepen-
dent resonances model includes 60 independent resonances.
Although the number of resonances that must be included in
the model does not increase dramatically over the v518
case, the intensity is spread more evenly among the active
resonances so that individual resonances are no longer so
apparent. For v522 the dynamics are clearly closer to the
dense limit than for the lower levels, although the remnants
of individual transitions are still visible. As the level of Cl2
vibration increases, the number of coupled first-order states
increases since more intermediate states are involved in the
dissociation path. Also, the coupling between the states in-
creases because of the greater anharmonicity. Using aver-
aged values for G and D , pG/D51.7. This is 2.5 greater than
the value for v518. It is interesting to note that this increase
is due more to a higher average value of G than to a lower
average value of D . This confirms the interpretation that the
move toward the intermediate regime is due more to a stron-
ger coupling between states than to a higher density of states.
The evolution toward the statistical limit is also apparent
in the final vibrational state population of the diatomic frag-
ments, presented in Fig. 6. More vibrational states of Cl2 are
significantly populated than for the previous cases. As the
IVR process approaches the statistical limit, more vibrational
quanta get transfered to translation so that the final energy
distribution of the fragments gets closer to a statistical dis-
tribution. It is very interesting that the population of the
v-4 channel (v518! goes through a maximum at t57 ps and
then decays ~Fig. 6!. This is a threshold effect. The spectrum
is broad enough so that some dark state energies are above
the opening of this product channel, and some are below. For, No. 5, 1 August 1997
cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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to the v-5 continuum, so they become populated quickly, and
decay slowly.
4. v525: minimum Dv525
The spectrum and autocorrelation function for v525, for
which the minimum value of Dv is 25, are shown in Fig. 7.
In this case, the time dependent approach did not converge,
and the spectrum was obtained by numerically integrating
the close-coupling equations12,13 for solving the time-
independent Schro¨dinger equation. As expected, the spec-
FIG. 5. Norm of the autocorrelation function as a function of time ~a!, and
absorption spectrum ~b!, for initial v522 and J50. The solid lines are the
results of the wavepacket calculation, while the dashed lines correspond to
the analytical fit in terms of independent resonances.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
Downloaded 15 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP litrum is even more congested than for v522, the overall band
being about 75 cm21 broad. The fit to the independent reso-
nance model in this case requires 86 resonances, with the
most intense resonance contributing only 5% of the total.
The autocorrelation function shown in Fig. 7~a! was obtained
from this fit. The average values of D and G yield a value of
pG/D51.2. In this sense the IVR dynamics for v525 are
slightly ‘‘less dense’’ than those of v522. Although the den-
sity of states has continued to increase, the coupling appears
to have leveled off. This could be partly due to the fact that
although the Cl2 stretch has a very large amplitude in this
region, the frequency is getting to be rather low. Another fact
that must be considered is that for this very high level, the
quantum calculations may not quite be converged even
though the basis contains 440 coupled channels distributed in
14 vibrational states. At this excitation the Cl2, with a vibra-
tional frequency only of the order of 20 cm21, is close to its
dissociation energy.
The overall dependence of the J50 spectra and decay
curves for ArCl2 vibrational predissociation depend on v
about as expected. The IVR regime moves slowly away from
the sparse toward the statistical regime as v is increased.
Since ArCl2 is only a triatomic molecule, however, the den-
sity of states does not increase dramatically, and even for
Dv525 the dynamics have not reached the statistical limit.
B. Effect of overall rotation
When the VP process only requires Dv521, the decay
rate seems to be rather independent of the total angular mo-
menta considered. In the case where VP proceeds via IVR,
FIG. 6. Vibrational population of the dissociative channels of the Cl2 frag-
ment as a function of time for initial v522 and J50., No. 5, 1 August 1997
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rotational excitation is included in the calculation. In many
cases it has been shown that this also applies to the effective
density of states ~the density of ‘‘active’’ states, i.e., of states
that are effectively coupled to the initial state! so that the
dynamics of decay increases with rotational excitation. A
previous study of ArI2 appears to show that rotational exci-
tation does not, however, cause a dramatic change in the
dissociation rate for this molecule. In that study only states
with K50 were examined. Here we examine the effect of
rotational excitation on the spectrum and dynamics of
ArCl2, v518. In addition to examining the effect of increas-
ing J , the total angular momentum, we also examine the
FIG. 7. Norm of the autocorrelation function as a function of time ~a!, and
spectrum ~b!, for initial v525 and J50. The spectrum is the result of close-
coupling time-independent calculations ~Ref. 13!, while the autocorrelation
function was deduced from the analytical fit of ~a! in terms of independent
resonances.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
Downloaded 15 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP lieffect of changing the orientation of the angular momentum
among the molecular degrees of freedom ~i.e., changing
K). We chose the case of v518 for closer examination be-
cause it is in the sparse-intermediate regime for which a
change in the effective density of states might be expected to
have the largest effect. Once the molecule is in the statistical
limit, it would be expected that the IVR rate would be ‘‘satu-
rated’’ and independent of J and K .
For very low values of J , V ~the projection of J onto the
intermolecular axis! is a reasonably good quantum number.
However, as J increases, so does the Coriolis coupling; so
that for higher values of J , (J ,K) states become a mixture of
more and more V components. In addition, Coriolis coupling
is maximum for V50, since it is proportional to
AJ(J11)2V(V11). As a consequence, it can be expected
that the density of actively coupled states will increase with
J , and that for a given J it will be maximum for K50
~which is the state with the highest proportion of V50!.
1. K50, increasing J
Calculations performed for J51 and 2 ~with K50! yield
pG/D ratios of 0.83 and 0.87, respectively ~instead of 0.69
for J50). These higher values of the pG/D ratio are mainly
due to an increase of ^G&, because the narrowest resonances
become a little broader ~see Fig. 8~a!!. However, for all the
J values studied, from J50 to 15, the recurrences in the
decay of the autocorrelation function persist. Hence even
though the number of states increases, the coupling remains
rather low and the effective density of states does not change
appreciably. It is remarkable that the first recurrence is prac-
tically at the same position for all the values of J studied:
10.7 ps ~for J50) to 8.7 ps ~for J515). This corresponds to
an energy spacing evolving smoothly with J from 3.1 to 3.8
cm21. The corresponding spectra show two main resonances
with a spacing of 3.1 cm21 for J50, which smoothly in-
creases with J . This effect has already been seen in time-
independent calculations14 and was interpreted as follows. If
one of the resonances is mainly of ‘‘bright’’ character and
the other mainly of ‘‘dark’’ character, the rotational con-
stants for the quasibound state corresponding to the former
are very close to the ones for the ground van der Waals level
of the v518 manifold, while for the latter they are very
close to the ones for a very excited van der Waals level.
Hence the energy of the quasibound states do not move by
the same amount with J .
2. Increasing both J and K
We now turn to the effect of K , which characterizes the
orientation of J with respect to the intermolecular axis, on
the IVR process. First we vary K for the same J . The auto-
correlation function for J57 with K50, 2, 4, and 6; J510
with K50 and 10; and for J515 with K50 and 14, are
shown in Figs. 9. In nearly all the cases the recurrences per-
sist, in particular the first one. However, it is clearly ob-
served that for a given J , the amplitude of the recurrences
strongly decreases with increasing K . In the case of J5
K510 the decay is nearly monotonic except for a reminis-, No. 5, 1 August 1997
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nearly disappears in the case of J515, K514. For this case
we continued the propagation long enough (' 60 ps! to
evaluate the absorption spectrum and the fit, in Fig 10, re-
quires about the same number of independent resonances as
was used for J50, but now the pG/D ratio increases to 1.23.
Therefore it may be concluded that in order to approach the
statistical regime it is more important to increase K than J .
This means that the Coriolis coupling is not directly respon-
sible for the increase of ‘‘active’’ states. Instead, a less direct
FIG. 8. v518 autocorrelation function for ~a! low values of J , ~b! higher
values of J , with K50.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
Downloaded 15 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP liFIG. 9. v518 autocorrelation function for ~a! J57, K50, 2, 4, and 6, ~b!
J510, K50 and 10, and ~c! J515, K50 and 14., No. 5, 1 August 1997
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states with J . Indeed, V is not a good quantum number.
However, only a few values of V centered around K are
needed to describe the initial quasibound state. For V50,
the matrix elements of the potential between angular basis
functions is the same as for J50. This is not the case for
VÞ0. Classically, the difference between V50 and V5J
is that V5J mainly corresponds to a rotation of the dihalo-
gen molecule. For high values of V , since it is also the
projection of j onto the intermolecular axis, this means that
Cl2 is rotating relatively fast, hence tends to stay perpendicu-
lar to R. This effect is also seen quantum mechanically, since
the basis functions Y j ,V5 j are more and more closely packed
around the perpendicular configuration. Hence quasibound
states with V5J are strongly affected by rotation while
those with V50 are much less changed. A more careful
study of this effect would be necessary in order to ascertain
whether this is mainly due to the perpendicular equilibrium
configuration of the complex.
C. Comparison with ArI2
In addition to its fundamental interest, the vibrational
predissociation dynamics in ArCl2 may help clarify what
happens in ArI2. Several experiments1,18,4,20 have revealed
that for ArI2 excited in the B electronic state of I2, vibra-
tional predissociation competes with electronic predissocia-
tion. Recently Burke and Klemperer4 have measured the ra-
tio of the electronic to vibrational predissociation rate
constants for 16 <v<24, where vibrational predissociation
requires the transfer of 3 vibrational quanta of I2 to the in-
termolecular bond. This ratio oscillates with v . From the fact
that the ground and the first excited van der Waals levels had
a very similar linewidth, they also deduced that the vibra-
tional predissociation rate increases smoothly with vibra-
tional excitation, which indicates that IVR occurs in the sta-
tistical limit. The measurements made by Zewail and
coworkers5,6 on the time dependence of the production of the
FIG. 10. Absorption spectrum for initial v518, J515, K514.J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
Downloaded 15 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP liI2(v23) fragments for v518 and 21 are compatible with
this conclusion, as they show an exponential time depen-
dence with a slightly higher rate for v521 than for v518.
Hence the oscillations of the rate constant ratio were due to
electronic predissociation and were attributed to the a state,
because they were very similar to those observed in the
electric-field induced quenching of I2(B) fluorescence.44
These oscillations of the electronic predissociation rate
were well reproduced by a Golden Rule wave packet
treatment.45,46 However, recent calculations on the vibra-
tional predissociation dynamics of ArI2 ~Refs. 22,23! have
concluded that, for the potential surface used, IVR is in the
sparse limit. This would give an erratic dependence of the
VP rate with v for low J . The same conclusions were
reached recently by Goldfield and Gray31 for J@0, although
they did not examine the effect of the orientation of the total
angular momentum with respect to the molecular system
(K50 in their calculations!. Our work confirms these con-
clusions. However, the time dependence for the appearance
of the Cl2 fragments is very close to an exponential growth,
as was seen in Fig. 4 for v518 and Fig. 6 for v522. Hence
in the experiments measuring the production of the frag-
ments as a function of time, it would be very difficult to
differentiate between statistical and intermediate regime on
the basis of this sole time dependence. To unambiguously
characterize the IVR regime of a real system will require a
combination of frequency-resolved and time-resolved spec-
troscopy, preferably for a system for which single state ex-
citation is feasible.
More serious is the fact that the vibrational predissocia-
tion rate increases smoothly with vibrational excitation. Our
work shows that for triatomic systems it is possible to reach
an intermediate/statistical regime of IVR in which the VP
rate constant would monotonically increase with v , if the
rotational population of the complexes in the beam is taken
into account. However, this is only true for certain orienta-
tions of J with respect to the molecular axes.
Another uncertainty concerning ArI2 is the interaction
potential, which is less well characterized than for ArCl2. It
is possible that a potential corresponding to a higher density
of states in the middle to upper range of the well would bring
the IVR dynamics closer to the statistical limit. Also, the
strength of the coupling is well known to be very sensitive to
the value of the range parameter of the Morse part of the
potential, so that a small change might be expected to have a
large effect on the IVR regime.
Finally, electronic predissociation may play a role in the
IVR dynamics by giving a width to the dark states, therefore
reducing the density of dark states necessary to obtain the
statistical regime. This, together with the effect of the rota-
tional angular momentum, could reconcile the experimental
observations with the theoretical conclusions. Calculations
are currently in progress to treat simultaneously electronic
and vibrational predissociation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study of IVR in ArCl2 we have proposed an ex-
tension of the Bixon-Jortner model.24 The active states are, No. 5, 1 August 1997
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be considered, resulting in analytic expressions for the ab-
sorption spectrum and the time development of the states
involved. This allows for an explicit determination of the
average density of states and the average coupling strength
for each initial excitation. We have demonstrated the utility
of the new model by analyzing the dynamics of a variety of
vibrational levels, which require the transfer of increasing
number of quanta to effect dissociation. We have also exam-
ined the role of rotational excitation for the eighteenth Cl2
stretching level. The ratio pG/D is useful for characterizing
the regime of IVR for each initial level. The value of this
ratio varies from much less than one in the sparse limit to
much greater than one in the statistical limit.
As discussed previously, the v510 level, for which the
first open dissociation channel is Dv522, provides a proto-
typical example of IVR in the sparse regime. The initial
bright state decays to the dissociation continuum by first cou-
pling to a single doorway state in the Dv521 manifold.
Two transitions ~for J50! appear in the spectrum since the
doorway state borrows intensity from the bright state. The
autocorrelation function of the initial excitation shows a well
defined quantum beat structure due to the interference be-
tween these two states. This places the dynamics clearly in
the sparse limit.
For higher initial vibrational levels, involving the trans-
fer of three or more quanta of Cl2 stretch, the active density
of states is considerably higher, and the coupling between
the active states also increases. The spectra for these states
are heavily congested. The largest qualitative change occurs
in going from v510 to v518. For v518, 50 first-order
states are required for a complete fit to the spectrum, but the
four most intense transitions carry 62% of the total intensity.
The autocorrelation function of the initially excited state
shows a well defined beat pattern, with the amplitude of the
first oscillation over 0.3. The value of the ratio pG/D is 0.7
for this transition. For v522, 60 states must be included in
the fit to the spectrum, only 10 more than for v518. How-
ever, the intensity is much more evenly distributed so that
the autocorrelation function decays rapidly with only low
amplitude oscillatory structure. pG/D51.7, with most of the
increase from v518 due to increased coupling rather than
increased density of states. The results for v525 are not
completely converged, but it appears that the dynamics for
this level are less statistical than those for v522:
pG/D51.2. One possible explanation for this unexpected
behavior is that the Cl2 vibrational frequency for this level is
quite low due to the large anharmonicity.
In addition, we have studied the role of the total angular
momentum on the IVR dynamics for the case of v518,
which is in the intermediate regime for J50. For low values
of J , the ratio pG/D increases with J , since the density of
levels increases with J , but not enough to make the recur-
rences of the autocorrelation function disappear. However,
we have shown that varying the initial rotational sublevel
K , corresponding to a different projection of the total angular
momentum on the z body-fixed axis, V , has a more impor-
tant influence on the dynamics. It is found that for V'J , theJ. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
Downloaded 15 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP liprocess becomes closer to the expected behavior of the sta-
tistical limit. Varying experimentally the initially excited ro-
tational sublevel,7 should permit the analysis of this effect.
The fact that the IVR dynamics evolve faster toward the
statistical limit by increasing K for a given J rather than by
increasing J for K50 shows that Coriolis coupling is not
directly responsible for this evolution. Instead, the move to-
ward more statistical behavior must be due to changes in the
van der Waals level wavefunctions, and/or to changes in the
coupling between levels. These changes would then be more
important for K5J , which has a large contribution of the
rotation of the plane of the complex, than for K50, where
the complex rotates within a constant plane.
In this work values of J up to J515 have been consid-
ered, which implies a number close to 6000 close-coupled
equations in a time-independent calculations. However, us-
ing the time-dependent method with a mixed grid-basis rep-
resentation for the angular coordinates was very appropriate
for massively parallel computers. The calculations require
almost the same real time for J515 to run on sixteen pro-
cessors than for J50 to run on one processor.
This work clearly shows that due to the large anharmo-
nicity of the Cl2 stretch in the B electronic state, the IVR
dynamics of ArCl2 change rapidly from the sparse toward
the statistical regime with increasing v . Perhaps surprisingly,
we find that the change from sparse to statistical behavior
has more to do with the increase in coupling than with the
increase in the density of states, once a certain threshold
density is obtained. This is especially true for rotational ex-
citation. Increasing J , for K50, has only small effects on the
IVR dynamics, while increasing K for a given J has more
dramatic effects. This shows that the increase in the number
of coupled states due to Coriolis coupling is less important
than might have been expected. The maximum values of
pG/D that was observed, 1.7 for v522, J50 and 1.23 for
v518, J515, K514 are not yet at the statistical limit, but it
would take a carefully crafted experiment to observe non-
statistical behavior for these levels. To accurately measure
the regime of IVR for any level would require both fre-
quency and time resolved spectroscopy, and some type of
state selection to avoid initial state congestion.
The potential energy surface used for these calculations
is reasonably accurate, and the results of these calculations
are at least qualitatively correct. Similar calculations for
ArI2 have, so far, failed to indicate the onset of statistical
behavior, in apparent contradiction to a growing body of
experimental results. Unfortunately, the ArI2 potential is
much less well characterized than that of ArCl2. Therefore, is
important that the ArI2 results be checked for sensitivity to
the potential before too strong a conclusion be made regard-
ing the apparent disagreements between experiment and
theory.
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